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Abstract. We study network load games, a class of routing games in
networks which generalize selfish routing games on networks consisting
of parallel links. In these games, each user aims to route some traffic from
a source to a destination so that the maximum load she experiences in the
links of the network she occupies is minimum given the routing decisions
of other users. We present results related to the existence, complexity,
and price of anarchy of Pure Nash Equilibria for several network load
games. As corollaries, we present interesting new statements related to
the complexity of computing equilibria for selfish routing games in networks of restricted parallel links.
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Introduction

We study algorithmic questions related to a particular class of games in networks.
A game with n ≥ 2 players or users is a finite set of actions or strategies Si for
each user and a payoff function ui (or, alternatively, a cost function ci ) defined
over the users and the set S1 × S2 × ... × Sn . The elements of S1 × S2 × ... × Sn
are called states. A Pure Nash Equilibrium is a state s = hP1 , ..., Pn i such that
ui (P1 , ..., Pi , ..., Pn ) ≥ ui (P1 , ...Pi0 , ..., Pn ) for any Pi0 ∈ Si . In general, a game
does not have a Pure Nash Equilibrium.
In a load game the input is a set of n users, a set E of m resources, and
the action sets are Si ⊆ 2E . There are also given a load function L mapping
E × {1, ..., n} to positive real numbers denoting how much a user increases the
load of a resource it uses and a cost function ` mapping E × R to positive
real numbers (`e (x) is non-decreasing in x). The payoffs/costs are computed as
follows. Let s = (P1 , ..., Pn ) be a state. Then
 



X
Le (j) .
ci (s) = −ui (s) = max `e 
e∈Pi 

j:e∈Pj

Intuitively, each user chooses a set of resources and the cost incurred by user i
is the maximum load of the resources used by i.
?
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In network load games, the resources correspond to links of a directed network
and the action sets correspond to paths in the network. Links are related in the
sense that they have (possibly different) bandwidths and the users have (possibly
different) traffic weights. Then the load function for edge e and user i is defined
as Le (i) = wi /be where wi is the weight of user i and be is the bandwidth of
edge e. Hence, there is given a directed network G = (V, E), a source-destination
pair si , ti for each user i. The subsets of E available as actions to the user i is
the set of all simple directed paths from si to ti . In a state s = (P1 , ..., Pn ), the
payoff/cost for user i is defined as
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ci (s) = −ui (s) = max
wj .
e∈Pi  be

j:e∈Pj

The social cost of a state s = (P1 , ..., Pn ) is defined
load over
n Pas the maximum
o
1
all edges of the network, i.e., SC(s) = maxe∈E be j:e∈Pj wj .
The price of anarchy (or coordination ratio [11]) for a network load game is
defined as the ratio of the worst social cost over all Pure Nash Equilibria over
the optimal social cost. Intuitively, it gives a measure for the degradation of
performance due to the selfish behavior of the users.
In their full generality, network load games are defined on multicommodity
networks (i.e., the source-destination pairs may be different) while we are also
interested in single-commodity networks or multicommodity networks with either one source or one destination node. Given a single-commodity network, we
call stretch the ratio of the length of the longest simple path over the length of
the shortest path from s to t. An important class of networks is that of layered
networks; in these networks, all s-t paths have the same length (i.e., the stretch
is 1). The simplest single-commodity network is a network of m parallel links
connecting the source to the destination. In the generalization of restricted parallel links studied in [7] each user has a permissible set of links corresponding to
her set of strategies. This game can be thought of as a network load game on a
multicommodity network with one source and many destinations as it has been
observed in [10]. Another combinatorial problem to which this game is related
is the task scheduling on unrelated machines.
In the following we survey the results of the literature which are related
to load games; these include results on the well-studied congestion games. We
consider only on the existence, complexity, and price of anarchy of Pure Nash
Equilibria. The extensive literature on mixed equilibria (their existence is guaranteed by the famous theorem of Nash [13]) is not discussed here.
The network load game on m parallel links (also known as selfish routing
on parallel links and also studied in the context of task scheduling on related
parallel machines) is the mostly studied game in the literature starting with the
work of Papadimitriou and Koutsoupias in [11]. For this game, polynomial-time
algorithms for computing Pure Nash Equilibria are known in the most general
case of links with different bandwidths and users with different traffics while the
problems of computing Pure Nash Equilibria of best of worst social cost are NP-

hard [5]. The nashification technique presented in [4] shows that, starting from
any assignment of users to links, a Pure Nash Equilibrium of not larger social cost
can be computed in polynomial time. Using a polynomial-time approximation
scheme (PTAS) for task scheduling on related parallel machines [8], a PTAS
for computing a Pure Nash Equilibrium of best social cost (i.e., a Pure Nash
Equilibrium of cost at most 1 + ² times the best social cost, for any constant
² > 0) is obtained. Concerning the price of anarchy of Pure Nash Equilibria in
such games, there is a tight bound of 2 − 1/m [11].
In the restricted links model, there is a polynomial-time 2-approximation
algorithm for computing a Pure Nash Equilibrium of best social cost in the case
of identical links (and users with different traffic) due to [7]. In the same paper,
tight bounds on the price of anarchy of Pure Nash Equilibria for these games
are presented. The problem of computing an assignment of best social cost is
a special case of the single-source unsplittable flow problem for which constant
approximations are presented in [9, 10]. Unfortunately, the solutions computed
by these algorithms are not Pure Nash Equilibria in general.
Network load games generalize the games on (restricted) parallel links. Another generalization is the classes of congestion games and network congestion
games which have received significant attention in the literature. The selfish routing games on (restricted) parallel links are special cases of congestion games as
well. The definition of congestion games is similar to that of load games; the main
difference being that the payoff of each user is defined as the sum of the loads
on the links (or resources) used by the user (as opposed to the maximum which
is assumed in load games). As we will see, this subtle difference implies that
load games are essentially different than congestion games with respect to the
existence, complexity, and price of anarchy of Pure Nash Equilibria. Formally, in
congestion games there is a set E of resources, a set of n users with action sets
Si ⊆ 2E , and a delay function mapping E×{1, ..., n} to the integers (de (j) is nondecreasing on j). Given a state s = (P1 , ..., Pn ), let fs (e)
P= |{i : e ∈ Pi }|. Then,
the payoff/cost of user i is defined as ci (s) = −ui (s) = e∈Pi de (fs (e)). In network congestion games, the set E corresponds to the links of a directed network
G = (V, E), each user has a source-destination pair si , ti ∈ V and her strategies are all simple directed paths from si to ti in G. Linear network congestion
games have linear delay functions which is equivalent to assuming that links have
P
bandwidths be and the payoffs are computed as ci (s) = −ui (s) = e∈Pi fsb(e)
. In
e
weighted linear network congestion games each user i may have
Pa positive weight
wi
P
i
wi and her payoff/cost is defined as ci (s) = −ui (s) = e∈Pi i:e∈P
.
be
Rosenthal [14] has shown that any congestion game has a Pure Nash Equilibrium. His proof is based on the definition of a potential function associated to
the states of the game whose local minima correspond to Pure Nash Equilibria.
Since that paper, the use of potential function arguments is the main tool for
proving the existence of Pure Nash Equilibria. An interesting characterization
of games with respect to the potential functions they admit is presented in [12].
Interestingly, generalizations of congestion games on single-commodity networks
may not admit Pure Nash Equilibria as it is shown in [6]. Pure Nash Equilib-

ria of best social cost can be computed efficiently in weighted linear network
congestion games on single-commodity layered networks [6].
Fabrikant et al. in [3] study the complexity of computing any Pure Nash
Equilibrium in congestion games. They show that, in general, the problem of
computing a Pure Nash Equilibrium is PLS-complete (i.e., as hard as computing
any object whose existence is guaranteed by a polynomially-computable potential function). For symmetric network congestion games (i.e., congestion games
with users having the same set of strategies), a Pure Nash Equilibrium can be
computed by a polynomial-time algorithm which minimizes Rosenthal’s potential function through a reduction to min-cost flow [3].
In this paper, we present new results for the existence, complexity, and price
of anarchy of Pure Nash Equilibria in network load games. In particular:
– In Section 2, we show that any load game has a Pure Nash Equilibrium. This
is very interesting since the class of load games is especially broad. Also,
this result stands in contrast with a result in [6] for generalized versions of
network congestion games which do not always have Pure Nash Equilibria.
We also study the relation of network load games to congestion games with
respect to the potential functions they admit.
– We study the complexity of the problem of computing the best Pure Nash
Equilibrium in network load games. The NP-completeness of the problem in
single-commodity networks follows by the NP-completeness of the problem
in the network of m parallel links. We use the Nashification technique of [4]
in the case of single-commodity networks with identical links and users with
different traffics, and we obtain a polynomial time approximation scheme
for computing the best social cost. In the case of users with identical traffic,
we show that Pure Nash Equilibria of best social cost can be computed in
polynomial time in networks with either a single source or a single destination using a reduction to min-cost flow (the proof can be thought of as the
minimization of a potential function). These networks include networks of
restricted parallel links [7] as a special case. Concerning Pure Nash Equilibria of worst social cost, we show that the problem of computing them
is inapproximable in single-commodity networks with stretch strictly larger
than 1 and NP-hard in single-commodity layered networks and networks of
restricted parallel links. Here, we exploit the intuitive relations of Pure Nash
Equilibria in network load games to maximal matchings and longest paths
in graphs. All these results are presented
in Section 3.
√
– We also present tight bounds of Θ( αm) on the price of anarchy in singlecommodity networks with m identical links and stretch α ≥ 1. Due to our
related inapproximability results, our upper bound also yield almost optimal
approximations to the worst social cost of Pure Nash Equilibria in singlecommodity networks with stretch strictly larger than 1. We also show a
higher lower bound on the price of anarchy for single-commodity networks
with arbitrary links. These results are presented in Section 4.
We conclude with open problems in Section 5. Due to lack of space, all the
proofs but one have been omitted.
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Existence of Pure Nash Equilibria

Although the definition of load games is quite general, we show that any such
game has a Pure Nash Equilibrium. This comes in contrast with generalized
versions of congestion games which may not have a Pure Nash Equilibrium [6].
The proof uses an appropriately defined potential function over the states of the
game.
Theorem 1. Any load game has a Pure Nash Equilibrium.
In the following, we focus on network load games. We first attempt a characterization of these games with respect to the potential functions they admit.
A potential function Φ defined over the states s1 and s2 of a game is called
an exact potential if for any two states differing in the strategy of user i, it is
Φ(s1 ) − Φ(s2 ) = ci (s1 ) − ci (s2 ) = ui (s2 ) − ui (s1 ). By extending this definition,
a potential function Φ defined over the states s1 and s2 of a game is called a
ξ-potential for a positive vector ξ defined over the users if for any two states
differing in the strategy of user i, it is Φ(s1 ) − Φ(s2 ) = ξi (ui (s1 ) − ui (s2 )). Monterer and Shapley have proved in [12] that every finite potential game (i.e., a
game admitting an exact potential function) is isomorphic to a congestion game.
Weighted network congestion games in single-commodity layered networks are
known to admit a ξ-potential [6]. Clearly, network load games with identical users
on networks of parallel links are congestion games. Furthermore, it can be easily
seen that load games with two identical users on networks with identical links
admit an exact potential while load games with two users with different weights
on networks with identical links admit a ξ-potential. The following lemma states
that these are the only similarities load games share with congestion games with
respect to the potential functions they admit.
Lemma 1. There exists a load game with 3 identical users on a layered network
with identical links and a load game with 2 users on a layered network with
different links that do not admit a ξ-potential.
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Complexity of Computing Pure Nash Equilibria

Computing Pure Nash Equilibria of best social cost. We first consider
single-commodity networks with identical links and show how to extend the
nashification technique for selfish routing on parallel links [4] in this case. In this
way, we obtain a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for computing
a Pure Nash Equilibrium with best social cost.
Theorem 2. There is a PTAS for computing a Pure Nash Equilibrium of best
social cost in single-commodity networks with identical links.
The NP-hardness of the problem of computing a Pure Nash Equilibrium of
best social cost in single-commodity networks with arbitrary users follows by

the NP-hardness of the problem on the network of m parallel links. The proof
assumes identical links. We can prove the following theorem which essentially
shows that what makes the parallel links model hard is the existence of arbitrary
users. The result is more general and also applies to selfish routing games on
restricted parallel links [7].
Theorem 3. A Pure Nash Equilibrium with the best social cost in networks with
either one source or one destination and with identical users can be computed in
polynomial time.
Proof. Consider a network load game with n users with identical traffic on a
network G = (V, E) with a single source s and k destination nodes t1 , ..., tk and
m links (the proof for networks with one destination is very similar). Denote by
ni the number of users wishing to route their traffic from s to ti .
Consider all pairs (i, e) of the cartesian product {1, 2, ..., n} × E and sort
them in non-decreasing order with respect to the value of the quantity i/be . Let
L ≤ nm be the number of different values of i/be , and let r(i, e) be such that
i/be is the r(i, e)-th smallest among the L different values.
The proof uses a reduction to min-cost flow. We construct a network N
having the same set of nodes as G by replacing each link of the original network
by n parallel directed edges. Each edge has a unit capacity. The cost of the i-th
edge corresponding to the link e is equal to (m + 1)r(i,e)−1 . The min-cost flow
problem is defined by fs = n, fti = −ni , for each destination node ti , and fu = 0
for any other node. Intuitively, this flow problem asks for pushing a total amount
n units of flows from node s so that amounts of ni units of flow reach the sink
nodes ti satisfying the capacity constraints so that the total cost of the edges
carrying flow is minimized. We use a min-cost flow algorithm to to compute
an optimal solution f for this problem. Note that, although the cost function
on the edges is exponential, min-cost flow algorithms work in polynomial time
and perform a polynomial number of operations (i.e., comparisons, additions,
multiplications, etc.) which do not depend on the cost function. In our case,
the costs are representable with a polynomial number of bits and each of the
operations mentioned above can be implemented with a polynomial number
of bit operations. Overall, both the space required and the running time are
polynomial (see [1] for an extensive overview of min-cost flow algorithms).
Using the optimal solution to the above min-cost flow we construct an assignment for the original network load game as follows. We decompose the flow
in N into n disjoint paths. Each of these paths corresponds to the strategy of the
user in the obvious way. If a path uses some of the parallel edges corresponding
to link e, the corresponding user ’s path in G uses e.
Observe that if i flow paths use some of the parallel edges between two nodes
u and v in the flow solution f , then these paths should traverse the first i edges,
otherwise the solution would not be optimal.
We first show that the assignment produced in this way is a Pure Nash
Equilibrium. Assume that this is not the case and that the maximum load in
the path assigned to some user j by the flow algorithm is ` while user j has an

incentive to change her strategy pj and use another path p0j of maximum load
`0 < `. Denote by ie the number of users using link e in the assignment produced
by the flow algorithm. Then ` corresponds to the load of some link e0 which is
used by i0 users and it is i0 /be0 = ` while `0 corresponds to some link e00 which is
00
used by ie00 users and it is ib +1
= `0 . This also implies that r(ie00 , e00 ) < r(ie0 , e0 ).
e00
Without loss of generality, we may assume that for each link e ∈ pj , the flow
path corresponding to path pj traverses the ie -th parallel edge corresponding
to the link e of G. If this is not the case and some other flow path uses the
ie -th parallel edge, we can trivially exchange the edges used by the two flows
without affecting the cost of f . Now, consider the flow f 0 which is obtained by
f by changing the route of the flow path corresponding to user j and route it
through the ie -th parallel edge corresponding to link e for each e ∈ p0j ∩ pj and
through the ie + 1-th parallel edge corresponding to link e for each e ∈ p0j \pj
(while no flow is routed through the ie -th parallel edge corresponding to the link
e for each e ∈ pj \p0j ). The cost of the new flow f 0 is
X
X
COST (f 0 ) = COST (f ) −
(m + 1)r(ie ,e)−1 +
(m + 1)r(ie +1,e)−1
e∈pj \p0j

e∈p0j \pj
0

00

≤ COST (f ) − (m + 1)r(ie0 ,e )−1 + (m − 1)(m + 1)r(ie00 ,e
< COST (f )

)−1

which contradicts the fact that f is a flow of minimum cost.
We now show that the Pure Nash Equilibrium defined by the optimal solution
f of the flow problem has optimal social cost. Again, denote by ` the social cost
of this assignment which corresponds to some link e0 used by i0 users so that
i0 /be0 = `. Assume that there was another assignment with maximum load `0 < `
corresponding to a pair (i00 , e00 ) meaning that link

In the following, we show that computing the worst social cost in singlecommodity networks is inherently more difficult than in the case of parallel links.
The proof uses an approximation-preserving reduction from Longest Directed
Path in Hamiltonian Graphs [2].
Theorem 4. For any constants δ, ² > 0, there is no polynomial-time algorithm which approximates the worst social cost within O((am)1/2−² ) in singlecommodity networks with m identical links and stretch α > 1 + δ, unless P=NP.
Also, there is √
no polynomial-time algorithm which approximates the worst social
cost within o( am/ log2 m), unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis fails.
In the case of networks with arbitrary links we can show a stronger result by
slightly modifying the construction in the proof of Theorem 4.
Corollary 1. For any constants δ, ² > 0, there is no polynomial-time algorithm
which approximates the worst social cost within O(m1−² ) in single-commodity
networks with m arbitrary links and stretch α > 1 + δ, unless P=NP. Also, there
is no polynomial-time algorithm which approximates the worst social cost within
o(m/ log2 m), unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis fails.
The proofs of the above two statements make use of the fact that the stretch
is strictly larger than 1. In the case of single-commodity layered networks, we
can still show a negative result. The proof is based on a reduction from Minimum
Maximal Bipartite Matching [16].
Theorem 5. Computing a Pure Nash Equilibrium of worst social cost in singlecommodity layered networks with identical links and users with identical traffic
is NP-hard.
The case of restricted parallel links. Next, we consider the case of restricted
parallel links studied in [7], a special case of network load games on multicommodity networks. We consider the case of users with identical traffic. Recall that
Theorem 3 yields a polynomial-time algorithm for computing a Pure Nash Equilibrium of the best social cost. The following theorem states that computing Pure
Nash Equilibria of worst social cost becomes difficult in restricted parallel links
with identical users (as opposed to parallel links). The proof uses a reduction
from Minimum Maximal Bipartite Matching [16].
Theorem 6. Computing the worst Pure Nash Equilibrium for users of identical
traffic in restricted parallel identical links is NP-hard.

4

Bounds on the Price of Anarchy

√
The results presented in the following establish a tight bound of Θ( αm) on
the price of anarchy of Pure Nash Equilibria on network load games on singlecommodity networks with identical links. The upper bound is stated in Theorem
7 while the lower bound is stated in Theorem 8. In particular, Theorem 7 also

implies that any Pure Nash Equilibrium (including the one of the best social
cost) gives an almost optimal approximation to the worst social cost. Assuming
that the Exponential Time Hypothesis (that Satisfiability has no subexponentialtime algorithms) holds, the corresponding approximation ratio is optimal within
polylogarithmic factors. Our constructions in the proof of Theorem 8 are generalizations of the construction yielding the Braess Paradox in other selfish routing
games (see e.g., [15]).
Theorem 7. The price of anarchy of network load games in
√ single-commodity
networks with m identical links and stretch α is at most O( αm).
Theorem 8. For any integer m ≥ 9 and α such that 1 ≤ α ≤ m−1, there exists
a network load game on a single-commodity network with at most
√ m identical
links and stretch at most α such that the price of anarchy is Ω( αm).
By slightly modifying the construction in the proof of Theorem 8, we obtain
an even worse lower bound on the price of anarchy in network load games on
single-commodity networks with arbitrary links (and identical users).
Theorem 9. For any integer m ≥ 7, there exists a network load game with
identical users on a single-commodity layered network of at most m arbitrary
links with price of anarchy Ω(m).

5

Open Problems

Our work reveals some interesting open questions:
– We have not provided any polynomial-time algorithm for computing any
Pure Nash Equilibrium in single-commodity networks with arbitrary links
and users with arbitrary traffic. The nashfication technique of [4] for arbitrary users and arbitrary parallel links does not seem to apply in this case.
Furthermore, the following question is very challenging. Is there a constant
approximation algorithm or even a PTAS for computating of a Pure Nash
Equilibrium of best social?
– What is approximability of computing a Pure Nash Equilibrium of worst
social cost in single-commodity layered networks? Although we have proved
that the problem is
√ NP-hard, the only known upper bound on its approximability is the O( m) implied by Theorem 7 for single-commodity layered
networks with identical links.
– Is there a polynomial-time algorithm for computing the best social cost in
networks with either a single source or a single destination with arbitrary
links when the number of different traffic weights of the users is constant?
Note that all possible values of the potential function are representable with
a polynomial number of bits in this case as well but the reduction of Theorem
3 does not seem to extend in this case. Also, even in the simplest case of
restricted parallel arbitrary links and users of arbitrary traffic, computing
any Pure Nash Equilibrium in polynomial time is still open.

– Is there a load game or even a network load game which is PLS-complete? A
characterization of these games like the one presented in [3] for congestion
games would be very interesting.
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